
The Promultis 5D Sensory Solution combines high technology with simple design to 

provide a low cost, mobile, immersive sensory system for special needs, hospitals, 

physical or social rehabilitation. The Promultis 5D Sensory Solution offers floor or ceiling 

projection that responds to body movement when it is detected by the overhead 

camera. With a mood room lighting control the Promultis 5D Sensory Solution creates a 

complete sensory environment by allowing even those with very limited movement to 

alter many aspects of their immediate environment.

Any image, video and audio file can be added 
to the many effects available to build up a 
structured sequence specifically targeted at 
each learner. Teachers or therapists can design a 
programme around a pupil’s specific needs and 
link it to a swipe card for re-use at a later date.
Multiple users can be added to the system and 
programmes can be changed by the simple 
swipe of a card. With in-built wheels the
Promultis 5D Sensory Solution can easily be 
moved from room to room. 

The camera head lowers for easy access through 
doorways. The Promultis 5D Sensory Solution is also 
available as a fixed installation for floor, wall or 
ceiling projection.  

Promultis 5D Sensory Solution
immersive, interactive sensory system for special needs



The Promultis 5D Sensory Solution projects multiple themes and images which 

are combined with in-built stereo speakers and amp for excellent audio 

effects. A range of stimulating interactive and colourful games includes ‘Splat 

the Insects’, ‘Scatter the Stars’ and ‘Whack-a-Mole’. The high-brightness 

projector can be mounted to project images onto the floor or ceiling making 

the system ideal for users who may be in a bed or wheelchair as well as those 

who are standing or lying on the floor.



Promultis 5D Sensory 
Solution Micro

Ultra-portable interactive sensory system
The Promultis 5D Sensory Solution Micro is the newest product in Promultis’ 
interactive range and is one of the the smallest, most portable interactive floors 
available. The Promultis 5D Sensory Solution Micro creates colourful, engaging 
floor projections that respond to, and interact with, body movement. 

Lightweight and easy to move from room to room the Promultis 5D Sensory 
Solution Micro offers instant ‘plug and play’ operation with no set up required 
and is ideally suited for use in a classroom, or at home.

                                          The Promultis 5D Sensory Solution Micro can project                    
    onto a table allowing almost any surface, 
                                                          including wheelchair trays, to 
                                                           become interactive. 

Simple to operate, the Promultis 5D Sensory Solution Micro is supplied with 
click-together, portable, foam flooring so the interactive surface can be 
used in any room and can be relied upon to deliver a bright, colourful 
projection. Weighing only 1.7kg and easy to install, this system transforms 
any floor, in a domestic or educational setting, into a fun, immersive and 
interactive environment. 



The Promultis 5D Sensory Solution Micro package includes a full training manual.  
Contact us for further information.

w : 12cm
h :  19cm
d : 15cm

      The Promultis 5D Sensory Solution Micro  
               software and high brightness   
                    projector create multiple themes
         and images which are combined
                       with in-built speakers for 
                       audio effects. 
 
           With thousands of pictures and   
                        hundreds of videos and sounds  
         on-board, any image or audio file  
                  can also be added to the many  
 effects available enabling teachers or  
           parents to customise programmes for 
individual users. 

A range of stimulating interactive and colourful 
themes includes 'Splat the Balloons', 'Scatter 
the Flowers' and an interactive fish pond.

The Promultis 5D Sensory Solution Micro is 
approximately the size of a shoebox and has a 
maximum projection size of 125cm x 95cm 
(160cm diagonal). The low cost Promultis 5D 
Sensory Solution Micro is ideal for any school 
or home environment.
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Promultis 5D Sensory 
Solution Mini

portable, interactive sensory system
The Promultis 5D Sensory Solution Mini combines new technology with 
simple design to provide an affordable, fully portable system for use in 
schools or at home. The Promultis 5D Sensory Solution Mini creates colourful, 
engaging floor projections which respond and interact to body movement. 
The Promultis 5D Sensory Solution Mini creates a complete sensory zone by 
allowing even those with limited movement to alter many aspects of their 
immediate environment.

        Any image, video and audio file can be                             
        added to the many effects available   
       enabling teachers or parents to design   
    specific programmes for individual users. 

  The Promultis 5D Sensory Solution Mini can also 
be used as a stand alone DVD player, projecting
  onto the wall, to create a spontaneous, 
   temporary activity zone ideal for venues where
     children need to be kept entertained. 
   
      Being the size and weight of a medium sized  
       suitcase the Promultis 5D Sensory Solution
       Mini can be moved easily from room to room,
       carried upstairs or transported by car.

The Promultis 5D Sensory Solution Mini is simple
     to operate. A full training manual and 
      telephone support is provided as part 
      of the package.



Promultis 5D Sensory Solution Mini software and high brightness projector 
create multiple themes and images which are combined with in-built speakers 
and amp for excellent audio effects. A range of stimulating interactive and 
colourful themes includes 'Splat the Balloons', 'Scatter the Flowers' and an 
interactive fish pond. With the addition of its unique DVD projection feature 
the low cost Promultis 5D Sensory Solution Mini is ideal for any school or 
home environment.

Contact us for further information or
to arrange a demonstration of any of our

innovative, interactive systems.
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